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Abstra t.

1.

Introdu tion

Radio teles opes have traditionally been divided into three subsystems: the
antenna, R.F. and I.F. ele troni s (front-end), and the \ba k-end." The rst
two are ommon to all types of observing, but a ba k-end is usually spe i
to ontinuum, spe tros opi , or pulsar measurements. Signal pro essing and
astronomi al information extra tion that are unique to a parti ular observing
type typi ally reside in the ba k-end.
Nearly all astronomi al observations an be summaried as the measurement
of radiation intensity as a fun tion of ve independent variables: two position
oordinates (e.g. right as ension and de lination), time, frequen y, and polarization. All other parameters (distan e, pulsar period, radial velo ity, et .) are
derived quantities. The ba k-end is dire tly involved in the measurement of
intensity as a fun tion of time, frequen y and polarization, and it is also responsible for the oordination of alibration and other swit hing signals with data
integrators.
2.

System Overview

Figure 1 shows the relationship of the ba k-end to the rest of the teles ope system. The asso iation of intensity with sky oordinates is usually done between
the teles ope ontrol system and the data re ording omputers and, hen e, does
not dire tly involve the ba k-end.
A very simpli ed ba k-end is drawn in Figure 1 to show only how the
signal intensity a umulators are syn hronized with the alibration and front-end
swit hes. A referen e load swit h is shown, but it ould also be a beam swit h,
polarization swit h, or something else. In this illustration the four a umulators
ould be sequen ed as shown in Table 1. The details of the sampler and pro essor
blo k will be dis ussed in later se tions. We assume here only that the output
of this blo k is an intensity value proportional to the system noise power plus
power from the radio sour e in the antenna beam. The a umulators are set
to integrate the signal for a hosen amount of time, often through many swit h
y les, and then their values are re orded with the antenna position at the enter
of the integration in the output data le. The data le usually ontains many
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Figure 1. The ba k-end's pla e in the teles ope system.
su essive a umulator integrations. Interpretation of the a umulator values is
then the task of the data analysis software.
Table 1. Example a umulator, alibrator, and front-end swit hing
sequen e in Figure 1.
A tive
Calibration Load
A umulator Noise Sour e Swit h
First
On
Antenna
Se ond
O
Antenna
Third
On
Load
O
Load
Fourth
Some front-ends and some types of observing do not use a referen e swit h
so the swit hing y le would use only two a umulators for alibration noise
sour e on and o . If the noise sour e were left on or o for the duration of a
s an, only one a umulator would be used. Any pre ise syn hronization that is
required between the ba k-end and other parts of the system is usually driven
by the timing ir uitry in the ba k-end.
Sin e many ele troni swit hes take a nite time to hange states or may
generate transient noise during the state hange, it is best to avoid a umulating
data during a swit h transition. Most ba k-ends provide for a \blanking" interval
at the beginning of ea h swit h transition when all a umulators are ina tive.
The length of the blanking interval depends on the type of swit h being used,
but it is typi ally on the order of tens of mi rose onds to a few millise onds.
If the swit h involves a physi al movement with signi ant inertia, su h as a
mirror or referen e load motion, the swit hing ommand to the front-end might
be sent slightly in advan e of the a umulator swit h hange to maximize the
useful a umulation time on ea h swit h state and minimize to required blanking
time.
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Samplers and Dete tors

The output of the R.F./I.F. se tion of the re eiver is a band-limited voltage. By
that we mean that the re eiver noise and osmi signals have been restri ted in
frequen y by bandpass or lowpass lters and the output of the last ampli er is
a voltage proportional to the amplitude (not intensity) of the ombined signals.
The average value of this voltage is zero. To measure the power of the re eiver
output this voltage must be squared. The average value of this squared signal is
not zero, and it may be a umulated for long periods of time to obtain a better
estimate of its average value.
Be ause all osmi signals are noise-like with no a priori knowledge of their
emitted phases, the only measure of these signals available to astronomers is
the temporal and spatial nature of their intensity or power. However, there are
many signal pro essing operations that must be performed on the voltage output
from the front-end, su h as further band limiting, spe tral de omposition, and
orrelation with other opies of the same signal, before the nal squaring is
done to measure the power. We will dis uss a few of these signal pro essing
operations in later se tions. The important point here is to keep in mind the
di eren e between the voltage and power signal domains. Voltages an add
oherently. Powers add only statisti ally.
3.1.

Square-law dete tor

The simplest teles ope output is the dire t squaring of the voltage from the
front-end. This onstitutes what is often alled a ontinuum re eiver. A natural
power dete tor is a alorimetri devi e where the signal is used to heat a resistor,
and the power is proportional to the resistor's temperature rise. This is the
prin iple used by a bolometer. Unfortunately, the response time of su h a devi e
is too slow for many radio teles ope measurements. The most frequently used
alternative is a semi ondu tor diode whose exponential voltage- urrent transfer
hara teristi is used to approximate a square-law dete tor over a limited signal
power range. Its output voltage is proportional to the square of its input voltage,
and the output voltage may be further pro essed as a power quantity.
Figure 2 shows three methods for averaging or a umulating the output of a
square-law dete tor. The rst method uses a lowpass lter on the output of the
dete tor. The e e tive integration time is approximately equal to the inverse
of the bandwidth of this lter (  (1=B )) and the analog-to-digital onverter
is expe ted to sample the lter output slightly faster than this interval. Ea h
integration-time sele tion requires a di erent lter and sampling time.
The se ond method in Figure 2 uses just one lowpass lter and A/D sampling rate onsistent with the shortest integration time required. Longer integrations are performed by a umulating the samples in an arithmeti logi unit.
This requires onsiderably less hardware for a wide sele tion of integration times.
One disadvantage of both this and espe ially the rst method is that for wide
pre-dete tion lter bandwidths the A/D onverter must have suÆ ient amplitude resolution to resolve the lowpass lter output noise on top of a large DC
o set plus adequate dynami range for signals stronger than the system noise.
A/D output words at least as wide as 16-bits may be required, whi h an be
rather expensive.
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Figure 2. Three methods for power averaging following a square-law
dete tor.
A third method of square-law dete tor output a umulation is shown at
the bottom of Figure 2. The low-pass lter output drives a voltage-to-frequen y
onverter, running at a nominal frequen y of about one megahertz, whi h in
turn drives a pulse ounter. The pulse ounting interval is equal to the hosen
integration time. This s heme has the property that the amplitude resolution
is proportional to the integration time. Long integration times and wide predete tion bandwidths are easily a ommodated. For a 1 MHz pulse rate and5
an integration time of 0.1 se onds the amplitude resolution is one part in 10 ,
whi h is equivalent to a 20-bit A/D, assuming a fa tor of ten headroom for
strong signals.
3.2.

Voltage sampling

To retain the spe tral and possibly the phase information in the signal from
the front-end for further pro essing, the voltage signal must be sampled. This
is done with a fast A/D onverter onne ted dire tly to the front-end ampli er
output. To prevent aliasing of the spe tral information the A/D sampling rate
must be twi e the bandwidth of the RF signal, i.e. a 100 MHz bandwidth signal
must be sampled at 200 megasamples per se ond. The rst stages of digital
pro essing following the A/D must handle the same data rate.
To onstru t the widest bandwidth digital spe trometers and signal orrelators at an a ordable ost most ma hines have taken advantage of the fa t
that the signal from a radio astronomy re eiver is almost always dominated by
system noise with the astronomi al signal adding a only small fra tion to the total. This permits the use of an extremely simple sampling devi e and subsequent
pro essing arithmeti with only one or two bits of input voltage resolution. Su h
a sampler would severely distort a non-noise-like signal, produ ing many har-
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Figure 3. Output spe trum of a one-bit (two-level) sampler with a
band-limited, white noise input whose spe trum is shown by the dashed
line. This gure is adapted from Figure 8.3 of Thompson, Moran, and
Swenson (2001).
moni s and ross-produ ts of the frequen ies present in the spe trum. However,
when random noise is the dominant signal omponent, all of the harmoni s and
ross-produ ts are onverted into broadband noise that an usually be tolerated
in an astronomi al measurement.
Figure 3 shows the spe tral ontent of the output of a one-bit (two-level)
voltage sampler. The dashed line shows the band-limited input noise spe trum.
The power lost from the input noise frequen y range is due to harmoni s and
ross-produ ts being generated by the sampler quantization, as an be seen
by the long spe tral tail extending to higher frequen ies. This spe tral tail
will be aliased ba k into the input frequen y range, if the sampler is lo ked
at twi e the bandwidth of the input spe trum. The harmoni power loss and
aliasing results in the sensitivity of a one-bit sampler being only 64% (2=) of a
perfe t sampler. A faster sampling lo k frequen y will redu e the aliased noise
power and improve the sensitivity somewhat. Using more sampling levels also
helps. Most spe trometers and orrelators in use today use two-bit (three-level)
samplers as a ompromise between sensitivity loss and hardware omplexity.
As you might surmise, a one-bit sampler loses all amplitude information.
This must be restored by measuring the total spe tral noise power with a separate square-law dete tor to renormalize the sampled spe trum. A two-bit sampler retains the amplitude information in the statisti s of the three sampler
level ounts over a limited amplitude range, so a separate power dete tor is
not ne essarily required. However, for best sensitivity and a urate spe tral
power re overy the input level to a two-bit sampler must be well ontrolled and
arefully monitored.
At the time that this arti le is being written we are entering a transition to
multi-bit samplers that will no doubt result in many re eiver fun tions urrently
implemented with analog ele troni s (mixers, lo al os illators, lters, et .) being
taken over by digital signal pro essors. The enormous in rease in digital om-
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putational speed, nan ed by the personal omputer revolution, makes this all
possible at frequen ies and bandwidths of interest to radio astronomy. Multi-bit
samplers in rease sensitivity and amplitude dynami range, but they also allow
higher performan e lters and mu h more stable signal pro essing in the digital
domain.
4.

Spe trometers and the Fourier Transform

Nearly all spe trometers in radio astronomy use the Fourier transform prin iple
of spe tral de omposition. They an have one of two forms, either a dire t
Fourier transform of the temporal series of voltage samples, V (t):
Z
A(f ) = V (t)ei2ft dt;
(1)
P (f ) = A2 (f );

(2)

or a transform of the auto orrelation fun tion, ACF (t),
Z
P (f ) = ACF (t)ei2f t dt;
(3)
where A(f ) is the voltage frequen y spe trum of V (t), P (f ) is the power spe trum, and t is the auto orrelation fun tion delay. The relationship between
the voltage samples and the auto orrelation fun tion is
Z
ACF (t) = V (t)V (t + t)dt:
(4)
The advantage of an auto orrelation spe trometer is that the relatively
omplex omputation of the Fourier transform needs to be performed only after
that data have been averaged for a onsiderable length of time as is implied by
the integral in Equation 4. The dire t Fourier transform of the voltage samples must be done at the rate di tated by the sampling speed. For example,
if we wanted to ompute a 10-MHz, 1024-point spe trum averaged over one
se ond, the dire t transform method requires 10,000 transforms while the auto orrelation method requires only one. The one transform per se ond an be
done in a general purpose omputer while the mu h faster transform must be
implemented in more spe ialized hardware. For one- and two-bit samplers the
hardware implementation of an auto orrelator is relatively inexpensive.
The hardware blo k diagram of an auto orrelator is shown in Figure 4.
With a one-bit sampler the t delay hain is a simple binary shift register,
the multipliers are binary 'ex lusive or' gates, and the a umulators are simple
ounters. The linear ar hite ture of the auto orrelator also ts well into a hardware design. A two-bit sampler requires somewhat more hardware omplexity,
but only by a fa tor of three or four. A multi-bit sampler requires a multi-bit
shift register, an arithmeti logi unit for ea h multiplier and a umulator and
multi-bit memory asso iated with ea h a umulator.
The dire t Fourier transform spe trometer is inherently a multi-bit arithmeti devi e be ause the omplex exponential term in Equation 1 must be represented with suÆ ient pre ision, typi ally 12 to 16 bits, to prevent the generation
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Figure 4. Hardware blo k diagram of an auto orrelator.

of spurious produ ts due to phase and amplitude errors in the omputational
pro ess. Small input word lengths o er no advantage. However, the Fourier
transform, in its fast fourier transform (FFT) implementation (Cooley & Tukey,
1965), does have an inherent omputational advantage over the auto orrelation
al ulation. The number of arithmeti operations per omputed spe trum in an
FFT is proportional to NLog2 (N ) while an auto orrelator requires N 2 operations, where N is the number of points in the spe trum. For large N this is a
onsiderable advantage.
For the same e onomi reasons that mixers, lters, and other traditionally
analog fun tions are now possible in digital hardware, the dire t FFT spe trometer is now feasible with bandwidths approa hing a GHz. This will very likely
in rease the role of FFT devi es in future ba k-end designs. The details of a
hardware version of an FFT are somewhat more than an be overed in this
arti le. For more information see one of a number of digital signal pro essing
texts, su h as Rabiner & Gold (1975).
Noti e in Equation 1 that the output of a dire t Fourier transform spe trometer, A(f ), is a omplex voltage spe trum as opposed to a real-valued power
spe trum, P (f ), from the auto orrelation fun tion in Equation 3. Ea h frequen y hannel of the voltage spe trum is exa tly like a voltage sample of a
mu h narrower passband, and it may be used in exa tly the same way for further signal pro essing. All phase information is lost in the power spe trum so,
in many ases, the auto orrelation operation is ne essarily the nal step in any
real-time signal pro essing hain.
Alert readers will noti e that I have asually glossed over the di eren e between real and omplex voltage samples when dealing the the Fourier transform
spe trometer. This is a key issue that must be addressed in the FFT design,
but it is not a fundamental limitation. One an build omplex (sine and osine)
voltage samplers or add a stage to the FFT omputation to a ount for the fa t
that real samples have been fed to the inherently omplex FFT operation.
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Signal Correlation

Any radio signal, even random noise, is always orrelated with itself. This fa t
is exploited in the auto orrelation spe trometer. Two opies of a signal may
travel through di erent antenna and re eiver ele troni s, su h as two orthogonal
polarizations or two adja ent fo al plane antenna elements. These two opies
are also orrelated.
When we say that signals are orrelated we mean that their time-averaged
ve tor produ t is not zero. Mathemati ally, this is the average of one signal
times the omplex onjugate of the other.
C = hV1 (t)V2 (t)i
(5)
Sin e V1 (t) and V2 (t) are opies of the same signal,
V1 (t) = aV ei2ft ; V2 (t) = bV ei2ft+ ;
(6)
and
C = abV 2 ei :
(7)
The orrelation produ t, C , is a ve tor with units of power and a phase equal
to the phase di eren e between the two opies of the signal.
A good example of the utility of this orrelation value in single dish work is
for the measurement of polarization. The self and ross ( orrelation) produ ts
of the signals from two orthogonal feed polarization outputs ontain all there is
to know about a polarized radio sour e. A few spe i ases of fully polarized
radiation using orthogonal linear feed outputs are
Linear pol'n aligned with 'b' output........ a = 0:000; b = 1:000;  = n=a
Linear pol'n at 45 degrees to 'a' and 'b'.. a = 0:707; b = 0:707;  = 0
Cir ular pol'n........................................... a = 0:707; b = 0:707;  = 90
These values are normalized to the total signal power and phase referen ed
to the feed output. The re eiver ele troni s will modify the relative phase and
amplitude of the two signal paths, and these re eiver e e ts need to be alibrated
away. A partially polarized signal will produ e only partial orrelation between
the two feed polarization outputs. In general one needs to solve for the orrelated
an un orrelated omponents of the re eiver outputs, but the basi idea is the
same. A mu h more omplete treatment of this subje t will be overed elsewhere
in this ompendium.
6.

Pulsar Pro essing

Pulsar observations are some of the most demanding in terms of ba k-end signal
pro essing be ause high resolution is required in both the time and frequen y
domains. Pulsar pulses are dispersed in the sense that a pulse arrives at high
frequen ies earlier than at low frequen ies as is illustrated s hemati ally in Figure 5.
The most ommon method for removing pulse dispersion is to bin the power
samples in both time and frequen y, as shown by the grid in Figure 5, and
advan e the lower frequen y hannel outputs to mat h the arrival times of the
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Figure 5. S hemati illustration of pulsar dispersion. The urved
lines represent the lo i of peak pulse radiation. The re tangular grid
indi ates how a pulsar spe trometer bins the time and frequen y samples. The short dashed lines show how a pulsar may be dedispersed
with post-dete tion sample shifts.
higher frequen y hannels as shown by the dashed line segments. This works well
for low and moderate dispersions where the time and frequen y bin sizes may be
adjusted to provide as mu h resolution as needed to resolve the time stru ture
within one pulse. However, for short period and high dispersion pulsars one runs
into a fundamental limit that the transit time a ross one frequen y bin an be
shorter than the response time of the frequen y hannel that is set by its inverse
bandwidth (  1=B ).
This time resolution limitation may be over ome with pre-dete tion, sometimes alled oherent, dedispersion as illustrated in Figure 6. In this ase the
broadband voltage time samples are transformed into the frequen y domain with
an FFT the same way as one would do for a dire t Fourier transform spe trometer. Instead of squaring the output hannel voltages to generate power samples
in ea h time and frequen y bin, the omplex voltages are given a phase o set
with progressively larger o set values a ross the frequen y band. A linear phase
gradient as a fun tion of frequen y is exa tly equivalent to a simple delay in the
time domain. A non-linear phase gradient is equivalent to dispersion or dedispersion a ording to its sign. The phase-modi ed spe trum is then transformed
ba k into the time domain to produ e a dedispersed time series with high pulse
time resolution. An equivalent pre-dete ton dedisperser an be onstru ted with
a delay-domain digital lter instead of the ba k-to-ba k FFT's.
Maybe the most demanding type of observing in terms of signal and data
pro essing load is a sear h for pulsars. Sin e the none of the parameters of
the pulsars (sky position, period, and dispersion measure) are known ahead of
time, spe tra must be re orded ontinuously at about 200 mi rose ond intervals
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Figure 6. A pre-dete tion pulse dedispersion s heme for a hieving
higher time resolution on short period and high dispersion pulsars.
for the duration of the survey. These data are then sear hed in pulse period
and dispersion measure at ea h position on the sky with very apable o -line
omputers. If the spe tra are 1000 hannels of 4-bit data, one hour of observing
requires 9 gigabytes of storage, and the data rate is 2.5 megabytes per se ond.
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